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Introduction
Not a day goes by without a news story about renewable energy, whether focused on
Alberta, the rest of Canada, or around the world. Shortly after his inauguration, United States’
President Biden issued a number of executive orders including directions to federal agencies to
eliminate fossil fuel subsidies, identify opportunities for the deployment of clean energy
technologies, and ensure that steps are taken to accelerate clean energy.1 Closer to home, the
Government of Canada released its plan for, “A Healthy Environment and a Healthy Economy”2
in December 2020.3 Among other things, this plan notes that the Government of Canada “is
phasing out coal-fired power across Canada by 2030, [and] increasing the supply of non-emitting
power generation from coast to coast to coast.”4 The federal plan also notes that “[b]y 2050,
Canada will need to produce up to two to three times as much clean power as it does right now.”5
In Alberta, Minister of Energy Sonya Savage noted Alberta’s “work to ensure marketdriven renewable power, without the need for costly direct subsidy, is a part of Alberta’s future
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electricity mix” in a letter to the Alberta Electric System Operator (the “AESO”) ending further
procurement under the Renewable Electricity Program.6 At the same time, Alberta’s Renewable
Electricity Act (the “REA”)7 provides that “the promotion of renewable electricity generation is a
core component of the Government of Alberta’s overall approach to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions and improving air quality.”8 Further, the Renewable Electricity Act sets a target that
30% of the electric energy in Alberta be produced from renewable sources by 2030.9
Policy makers at the provincial and federal levels seem to be aligned in promoting
development of renewable energy in Canada. In the private sector, recent developments suggest a
strong desire to source renewable energy. In 2019, Bloomberg reported record purchases of clean
energy by corporations, up 40% from 2018.10 Investment funds are increasingly hesitant to fund
some categories of non-renewable hydrocarbon projects,11 and Canadian companies, including oil
and gas producers, have called upon the Federal government to make investments in a green
recovery following the COVID-19 pandemic.12
At the same time, Alberta has substantial renewable energy resources available to generate
electricity, with significant wind and photovoltaic potential identified in the southern and eastern
parts of Alberta,13 while inactive oil and gas wells may be repurposed to capture geothermal
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energy.14 Many renewable projects have already been built in Alberta, and the convergence of
market demand and policy directions suggest that additions to renewable energy generation in
Alberta are likely in the near future.
Although there are many benefits to renewable electricity, obstacles to the development of
renewable electricity remain in Alberta. In Alberta’s competitive electricity market, where wind,
solar, and other renewables compete for the right to sell electricity into the power pool, the ability
to recover the initial investment and make a profit creates a risk to renewable project proponents,
as there is no guarantee they will recover their capital investment. In addition, recent research has
identified a number of barriers to the adoption of wind energy in Alberta, including a lack of public
trust in the decision making process concerning project siting and the perception of procedural
unfairness.15
Accordingly a new framework may be necessary and desirable to address current obstacles
to further development of renewable energy in Alberta. We suggest that Alberta’s existing oil and
gas conservation regime, with some modifications, can provide a useful template for a renewable
conservation regime in Alberta to promote development of renewables and prevent waste of
Alberta’s renewable energy resources.
Waste of Renewable Energy Resources
As in the early days of the oil and gas industry, the accelerating development of renewable
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energy resources raises concerns about inefficient or wasteful production. In the oil and gas
context, an operator may harvest a significant amount of potential energy16 from a relatively small
surface disturbance. This harvesting is wasteful where it unreasonably impairs the ability of other
mineral interest holders, such as holders of adjacent lands or of rights to different hydrocarbon
stages, from gathering the resources to which they are entitled. This situation is reversed for
renewables. The energy source, be it wind, sunlight, or water, is readily replenished but the surface
area needed to gather these resources can be extensive and favourable locations can be limited. As
an example, inefficient solar electricity generation will not reduce the amount of sun available in
the future in the way that inefficient natural gas production will permanently reduce the future
production of gas or oil; instead, inefficient solar electricity generation will impair the rights of
competing land users, and will impair overall local solar electricity generation, given the limited
availability of suitable land.
Our working definition of waste, and its remedy, conservation, are largely aligned with
Moores, Andrews, and Whitehead who note, in the context of the offshore oil and gas sector, that
“… waste occurs in relation to an optimized production baseline that is based on sound engineering
and economic principles. Under such an approach, producing less than this baseline would be
considered wasteful.”17 Conversely, conservation ensures the “manner of recovery and distribution
of use over time […] maximizes benefit to society.”18
In both the oil and gas and renewables context, the object of conservation is to maximize
the value of a finite quantity of resources. In both cases, waste can occur where production exceeds
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transportation or market capacity.19 However, with oil and gas, it is the energy source itself that is
finite and must be conserved. With renewable energy resources, it is the availability of suitable
gathering areas that is finite.
Government policy to increase the use of renewable resources plays an additional factor in
discussing the conservation, efficient use, and waste of renewable energy resources. Although the
REA sets a target of 30% of electricity generated from renewable sources by 2030,20 the AESO
recently predicted that this target will be missed.21 With this policy target in place, the underperforming or inefficient development or of Alberta’s renewable energy resources is another key
aspect of waste.
Obstacles to Efficient Renewable Electricity Development in Alberta
Before looking to a future regulatory regime, it is necessary to understand the current
regulatory framework and potential obstacles that framework places on the efficient development
of renewable electricity generation in Alberta.
Permitting and Construction
Pursuant to the Hydro Electric Energy Act22 no power plant, renewable or otherwise, can
be constructed or operated without approval of the Alberta Utilities Commission (the “AUC”).23
The test for approval of a power plant, regardless of the energy source, is: “whether, construction
or operation of the proposed hydro development [or] power plant […] is in the public interest,
having regard to the social and economic effects of the development [or] plant, […] and the effects
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of the development [or] plant […] on the environment”.24 Except with respect to hydro
developments, the AUC is specifically precluded from considering whether proposed power plants
will be an economic source of electricity.25
Guidance for the approval of power plants is found in the AUC’s Rule 007.26 Of particular
importance, Rule 007 requires all renewable projects to demonstrate compliance with the AUC’s
Rule 012 – Noise Control.27 Among other things, Rule 012 requires a generating facility to produce
noise at or below the permissible sound levels (“PSL”).28 The applicant must provide a Noise
Impact Assessment (“NIA”) which predicts compliance with the PSL, including the “cumulative
sound level” that includes noise contributions from existing facilities, approved but not constructed
facilities, facilities ‘deemed complete’ under Rule 007, and noise from the proposed facility.29
The Rule 012 requirement to demonstrate compliance with the PSLs creates a constraint
on wind energy development in particular, potentially leading to waste. We do not mean to suggest
that the PSLs in Rule 012 should be reduced or varied to permit the development of additional
renewable projects. Indeed, research has shown that the noise impact from nearby wind turbines
is a significant barrier to the adoption of wind energy in Alberta.30 If the ultimate goal is increased
renewable energy development in Alberta, relaxing the PSL under Rule 012 would seem to be
contrary to that goal. Rather, we suggest that a regulatory mechanism should be implemented
which will foster development of wind energy, while maintaining the current PSLs.
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Currently, Rule 012 effectively privileges the first-in-time facility, potentially with the
effect of reducing the overall amount of renewable energy which can be developed. If the
cumulative sound level of existing energy facilities within a local geographic area is at or near the
PSL, either no additional generation facilities can be installed, or any new facilities must operate
at less than their full potential. This is of particular concern given the concentration of wind
generation in the southern portion of the province, and the corresponding possibility of waste
through the inefficient development of wind resources in Alberta.
This concern is not merely theoretical, as a series of decisions from the AUC demonstrates.
In 2011 and 2012, the AUC grappled with the cumulative noise impacts of a neighbouring wind
projects and, in doing so, highlighted Rule 012’s potentially wasteful effect.
In the Heritage Decision,31 the AUC considered an application from Heritage Wind Farm
Development Inc. (“Heritage”) for approval of a 291 MW wind facility. Heritage’s initial NIA
predicted that the cumulative impacts of the proposed project and previously approved wind
projects would result in exceeding the nighttime PSL at 22 receptors.32 To secure approval of its
project, Heritage committed to shutting down 57 of its turbines and programming 38 turbines to
operate in sound-reducing modes during nighttime hours.33 Although not a complete shut down,
sound-reducing modes reduce the noise generated by the turbines at the cost of reduced electricity
output.34 In other words, Heritage traded reduced electricity production in peak nighttime periods
and reduced revenue generating opportunities to ensure its project would be approved.
After conditionally approving Heritage’s application, the AUC considered an application
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by Geilectric Inc. (“Geilectric”) for approval of a 69 MW wind facility.35 Similar to Heritage,
accounting for the cumulative impacts of previously approved projects, Geilectric had to curtail
some of its generation in order to meet the nighttime PSL.36 Had Geilectric not committed to
curtailment, its application would not likely have been successful.
Next, the AUC considered an application from Windy Point Wind Park Ltd. (“Windy
Point”) for approval of its 63 MW wind facility. Windy Point’s NIA included noise contributions
from six nearby wind projects, including the Heritage and Geilectric projects. To meet the PSL at
most receptors, Windy Point had to switch off or operate all of its turbines in reduced sound modes
at night.37 Unlike the Heritage and Geilectric projects, all of Windy Point’s 21 turbines had to be
curtailed at night: 11 would operate in reduced sound mode, and 10 would be shut down entirely.38
Ultimately, the AUC approved Windy Point’s application with the condition that the proposed
noise control measures be implemented.39
The following table from the Geilectric Decision summarizes the projects considered by
the AUC in the Heritage, Geilectric and Windy Point decisions, and the existing facilities evaluated
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in the associated NIAs:40

Table 1: Assumed Wind Turbine Operational Data for the Night Time Period , Decision 2012-205, at p. 5.

Of particular note are the last two lines, showing that the pre-existing Oldman and
Summerview facilities were not required to curtail their generation to meet the PSL. Only the laterapproved projects were required to curtail. As wind resources are transitory and fleeting, the
operators of those facilities have, in effect, permanently lost the ability to generate to the full
potential of their facilities. Beyond the immediate economic effect on the operators, it may be that
Alberta has been deprived of incremental renewable generation, at least for the life of the projects.
While developers have some ability to adjust the location of wind turbines to minimize
noise, to develop the same resource, and meet the regulatory requirements, subsequent entrants
near existing facilities must agree to use less of the available wind resource. This raises the
possibility that less electricity is generated from the available wind resource than might otherwise
be generated. Since wind cannot be stored, any opportunity not taken to generate electricity from
wind is forever lost. Thus, the current regulatory regime creates the possibility, if not the reality,
that Alberta’s wind resources are subject to waste.
Assuming PSLs remain constant at their current levels, further analysis would be necessary
to determine the optimal allocation of capacity as between the various operators in a given area. It
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may be, for example, that the AUC’s approvals have resulted in the optimal allocation of
generation capacity as determined by the maximum PSL. However, the AUC does not currently
consider the optimal allocation of that capacity; the AUC looks only at how compliance with the
PSL is achieved.
Further, given the express limitation on the AUC’s authority to consider whether the
development is an “economic source of electric energy in Alberta or to whether there is a need for
the electric energy to be produced by such a facility in meeting the requirements for electric energy
in Alberta,”41 it seems doubtful that the AUC has the jurisdiction to consider maximising the
electricity generated from existing wind resources when approving facilities. Further, there appears
to be no formal mechanism, whether under the applicable statutes or the AUC Rules, by which the
AUC could order curtailment of an existing generating facility to maximize total generation from
renewable resources. Such an order would certainly raise questions of fairness, given the likely
expectation of existing generating facility owners that they will be permitted to generate under the
conditions approved in their initial applications.
Finally on this point, except in limited circumstances there is currently little, if any,
incentive for the owner of an existing generating facility to curtail its generation to allow for the
development of a new facility owned by an arms-length party. The AUC’s recent decision on Enel
Alberta Wind Inc.’s (“Enel”) application for its Castle Rock Ridge Phase II project is illustrative
on this point.42 In an NIA, Enel assumed that TransAlta, the owner of a nearby wind generation
facility required to be included in the assessment, would curtail two of its turbines, allowing Enel
to meet the PSL.43 However, TransAlta indicated that it had not discussed or contemplated such
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an agreement with Enel.44 Without curtailment from TransAlta, Enel was only able to meet its PSL
by committing to curtailing turbines at the Castle Rock Ridge Phase II project, the existing Castle
Rock Ridge #1 facility, and its proposed Riverview facility (“Riverview”).45 Enel was ultimately
successful, but the decision illustrates the difficulty faced by new entrants in areas with significant
wind generation already developed. As the AUC found:
The Commission emphasizes that its determination on compliance is premised, in
part, on Enel’s commitment to nighttime curtailment of certain turbines included in
its Riverview project, which is the subject of a separate proceeding before the
Commission. […] Failure of Enel to abide by this commitment, should the
Riverview project be approved, could constitute grounds for the Commission to
review its approval of this project on its own motion.46
Enel’s ability to commit to curtailing its existing and proposed facilities, as a result of its
ownership position, was necessary for it to proceed with the Castle Rock Ridge Facility. For a
project proponent without ownership of neighbouring projects, a similar situation would present a
significant, and potentially insurmountable, obstacle. To secure approval, the proponent would be
required to reach agreements with neighbouring facilities regarding curtailment, reduce the
number of turbines in its project to comply with the PSL, or simply not proceed at all. From the
perspective of encouraging development of renewable electricity in Alberta and avoiding waste
through lost opportunities to generate, none of these outcomes is desirable.
In the first situation, the owner of a neighbouring facility could validly withhold their
consent to curtailment, or demand a price for curtailment high enough to render the proposed
project uneconomic, both of which would effectively halt the application. This situation raises the
possibility that incumbents may use their market position to prevent new entrants into the
renewable energy sector. Assuming an incumbent would behave the same way regardless of the
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identity of the new entrant, the net result would either sterilize the area from further wind energy
development or result in the incumbent being the only party capable of developing. This behaviour
would discourage development of Alberta’s renewable resources. We note that the behaviour
described above could potentially attract scrutiny and remedy under the ‘abuse of dominance’
provisions of the Federal Competition Act.47 However, given the multiple factors which are at issue
in such proceedings, it is unclear whether this conduct would fall within those provisions, or
whether a remedy would be available.
The second and third situations described above are similarly undesirable, from a
perspective of maximizing the development of Alberta’s renewable energy resources. A proponent
reducing the number of turbines in its development would likely result in less renewable energy
generated from the available wind resources. Similarly, a proponent not building at all amounts to
a loss of productive capacity, at least until a proponent with control of neighbouring facilities elects
to proceed with a development, and in our view constitutes waste.
We have not done the analysis, and it is outside the scope of the paper, to determine the
optimal number of turbines or generation in any specific area of Alberta. Such an analysis would
necessarily have to balance the incremental energy generation from additional turbines against the
losses from curtailment, all while meeting the PSL, and would require significant technical input
from industry stakeholders and experts.
Marketing of Electricity
As many readers will know, electricity in Alberta is priced in a competitive market. Briefly,
every generating unit must make offers to supply electricity for each of 24 one-hour blocks in each
day on the basis of a price/quantity pair and their available capacity. For each block, the AESO
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arranges all offers received from lowest-priced to highest priced in the Merit Market Order
(“MMO”) and dispatches generating units on, starting with the lowest price offer until the demand
for electricity in that block is met. The last offer dispatched on establishes the system marginal
price (“SMP”). Generators who are dispatched on receive the average of all 60 one-minute SMP’s
(the “Pool Price”) for the electricity they generate in each hour.48 Since 2015, wind energy has
been fully dispatchable in the MMO, with solar following in 2018.49 All generating sources in
Alberta are treated equally with respect to their position in the MMO and the opportunity to
generate electricity and earn income. However, the intermittency and variability of some
renewable energy sources, combined with the competitive market in Alberta, results in different
incentives for renewable generators and presents a potential obstacle to the development of
Alberta’s renewable energy resources.
Under Alberta’s current market framework, the only way any particular generator can have
any assurance that they will be able to generate and earn income is to make a ‘zero-dollar offer’,
essentially offering to generate for free.50 As it is almost certain the SMP in any minute will be
greater than zero, a zero-dollar offer will likely be ‘in-merit’ and that generating unit will be
dispatched on.51 Low or zero dollar offers have historically been used by coal and other base load
generators, for whom starting and stopping frequently can incur significant costs and take a
significant amount of time to ramp-up and ramp-down, to ensure that they will be able to continue
generating.52
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As no generating units in Alberta are precluded from making a zero-dollar offer, it is
possible that, with enough zero dollar offers, the SMP will reach zero. On June 30, 2002 the pool
price in Albert hit $0.01/MWh for the first time, as a result of zero dollar offers.53 This was
concerning enough to the Market Surveillance Administrator (“MSA”) that the MSA conducted a
study of zero-dollar offer behaviour in Alberta.54 Although the MSA concluded at that time that it
was not clear that the impact of zero dollar offers on the market was significant,55 the MSA noted
that “zero offer behaviour could be viewed to be decreasing the level of competition in the
market.”56
Zero dollar market events have been more frequent since the MSA report in 2003. From
2000 to July 2017, zero dollar hours occurred 108 times, with 41 of those occurrences between
January and July 2017.57 Zero dollar hours appear to be associated with higher wind generation.58
Beyond zero dollar hours, increased wind generation is associated with a lower annual pool price
in Alberta.59
This relationship can likely be explained, at least in part, by the incentives created by
Alberta’s electricity market structure. Due to the intermittent nature of renewable energy sources,
owners of renewable generating units have a strong incentive to make zero dollar offers to ensure
that they are dispatched on. Wind generators must ‘make hay while the wind blows’, and the best
way to do so is to make a zero-dollar offer which will likely enable them generate.
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Alberta’s wind power generation facilities are concentrated in the southwestern portion of
the province.60 Local wind conditions thus strongly impact the availability of wind electricity to
be dispatched on. Assuming that some or all of the wind generating units are offering at or near
zero dollars to ensure that they can generate when wind is available, it stands to reason that the
SMP and pool price would decrease accordingly. This is borne out empirically, as the AESO 2020
Annual Market Statistics show that wind is the only generation source which consistently receives
a discount to the Pool Price.61 Further, the AESO notes that when wind blows in a region, all
available wind is utilized, and that wind generation tends to reduce the SMP.62
The intermittency of renewable resources appears to create an over production problem, as
each individual generating unit is incented to produce as much as it can, whenever it can, in the
hope of generating revenue. In the case of wind, this depresses power prices and reduces the return
from wind generation. Consequently, there is no real relationship between the offered price and
the cost of production from an individual generating unit. Notably, a similar problem faced the
early stage oil industry in Alberta; the McGillivray Commission noted that “...it is a matter of
public interest that production regardless of the relation between cost and price inevitably leads to
over-production and over production leads to prices which in time may result in the undermining
of the industry’s economic structure and chaos.”63
With wind power consistently receiving a discount to the pool price, it is perhaps
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unsurprising that wind projects have historically had difficulty obtaining debt financing.64 Other
jurisdictions have addressed similar problems through the implementation of priority dispatch for
renewables,65 and others have implemented feed-in tariffs.66 These strategies have attracted
criticism, and seem unlikely to be implemented in Alberta.
Availability of Land
Currently, the only means by which a renewable project proponent can obtain the right to
capture solar or wind energy is through negotiation of a lease or purchase with the surface title
owner. As such, with the exception of geothermal,67 the right to capture renewable resources to
generate electricity de facto runs with the surface title. Although this presents an opportunity for
the surface owner to earn income, it presents a potential obstacle to maximizing the amount of
renewable energy generated in Alberta, particularly wind.
Like reservoirs of oil and gas, wind and solar resources do not follow the dividing lines
between surface parcels. Unlike oil and gas reservoirs, generating electricity from wind and solar
does not permanently deplete the resource, though in the case of wind facilities turbulence impacts
from turbines may reduce the productivity of and increase wear and tear on neighbouring wind
facilities.68 Thus, the optimal distribution of wind turbines may not reflect the status of the surface
title. Therefore, a surface title holder who is unwilling to lease or sell to a wind developer may
result in sub-optimal distribution of turbines, and reduce the amount of electricity which can be
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generated from the existing resources, creating waste.
Competing Land Uses
Lands ideally suited for renewable electricity generation will also inevitably be subject to
competing use, with agriculture as a particularly important competing use.
Wind generation has been concentrated in rural, agricultural areas, and seems likely to stay
that way. Wind generation and agriculture are reasonably compatible land use options. A typical
wind turbine will have a surface footprint of one-half to one and one-half acres (less than a typical
oil well pad site), inclusive of an access road,69 meaning that a wind facility may take relatively
little land out of cultivation. Mid-field wind turbines and access roads will hinder the machinery
used in modern cultivation farming, causing increased wear and additional time, but this can be
resolved by appropriate compensation negotiated between the landowner and the generator, as it
is in the context of oil and gas production and electricity transmission.70 Wind generation is less
compatible with built up land use. Noise and visual effect may discourage residential building, and
wind turbines may require neighbouring development to be set back to mitigate safety concerns
caused for example by ice shedding.71
Large-scale solar generation has also been concentrated in rural areas, where a generating
facility may occupy seven acres for every MW produced.72 Solar generation is not generally
compatible with agriculture—land used to host solar panels cannot generally be cropped, and cattle
will interfere with equipment and infrastructure.73 Solar generation is somewhat compatible with
built up areas, as solar panels may be mounted on rooftops. Solar generation may also be
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compatible with wind generation. For example, Vulcan Solar Hybrid Energy Centre GP Inc. has
AUC approval to construct a major solar generation facility within the boundaries of the
Blackspring Ridge Wind Project.74
The surface-intensive nature of wind and solar development means that they may result in
land use conflicts, as do oil and gas production. Agriculture continues to be a driver of Alberta’s
economy, and converting vast stretches of arable land to renewable generation will not likely be a
sound policy decision. The land use conflicts between renewable electricity generation,
agriculture, and environmental conservation will likely increase along with increased renewable
generation capacity, and may ultimately require regulatory intervention.
It is our view that, at least in part, the solution to the issues we have identified above can
be found by looking to Alberta’s existing oil and gas conservation regime.
Conservation and Waste in the Oil and Gas Industry75
Alberta’s oil and gas conservation regime developed in response to inefficient practices in
the early decades of the oil and gas industry.76 Alberta’s first oil boom was touched off by an oil
strike near Waterton Lakes in 1902,77 followed by development in Turner Valley, where the story
of oil and gas conservation in Alberta begins. The issues at Turner Valley were multifaceted. Some
producers flared enormous amounts of natural gas to harvest small amounts of naptha.78
Government and nearby municipalities were disturbed by the waste of usable or saleable natural
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gas,79 and the quantity of both oil and captured gas being produced increasingly approached the
limits of what could be sold locally,80 risking a price collapse. This state of affairs was partly the
result of the “rule of capture”, which incentivized oil and gas interest holders to produce as much
oil as quickly as possible, less it be captured by neighbouring interest holders.81
By the 1930s, a critical mass of producers and government actors became seriously
concerned about waste at Turner Valley,82 leading to the passage of the first version of the Oil and
Gas Conservation Act (“OGCA”) in 1938.83 This act created the Petroleum and Natural Gas
Conservation Board (the “PNGCB”), granting it significant regulatory and rule-making power.84
Following passage of the OGCA, a public inquiry into waste and conservation in the oil
and gas industry was commissioned (the “McGillivray Commission”). The commission’s expert,
Dr. Frey, began with the proposition that “… all oil field and every oil well in the field should be
produced in such a manner as to produce the largest practical quantity of oil from that well and
field, and … every engineering effort should be made to prevent the waste of oil.”85 Similarly, the
Chair of the PNGCB, stated that:
…the Province of Alberta is the basic owner in that [Turner Valley] field…this
Legislature is justified in making any move that it sees fit, making any law that might
be as stringent as possible to see that conservation is effected down there, because
already the people of the Province have lost a lot of money in that [unregulated]
structure….if you cannot by legislation force conservation in the Turner Valley
Field…it would be my firm recommendation that the Government take over control of
that field.86
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Ultimately, the McGillivray Commission recommended, among other things that, unit
operation be compelled in future fields where producers would not agree to operate as a unit
voluntarily.87
The next phase of oil and gas conservation was triggered by the discovery of oil at Leduc
in 1947 and other locations in central Alberta, which tripled crude oil production in Alberta in five
years.88 By the mid 1950s the oil and gas conservation framework in Alberta had developed most
of its current features, including the ability to curtail and prorate production,89 and the predecessor
of the current Surface Rights Act (“SRA”),90 the Right of Entry Arbitration Act (the “REAA”),.91
As with the current SRA, the REAA was enacted to permit development where surface title and
mineral title were in separate hands.92 Importantly, the REAA enabled the development of Alberta’s
oil and gas industry by removing the obstacle presented by surface owners opposed to
development.
As was the case in 1938 and 1947, the key concept that underpins the oil and gas
conservation regime in Alberta remains the minimization of waste.93 Some of the stated purposes
in the original OGCA were ensuring the maximum production of petroleum could be obtained and
ensuring that an equitable share of the market for petroleum was available to each well.94 Similar
purposes are found in the current OGCA, including effecting conservation and preventing waste
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of Alberta’s oil and gas resources, providing for economic, orderly and efficient resource
development in the public interest, and affording each owner the opportunity to obtain their share
of the production from a pool.95
At its most basic level, the purpose of the OGCA is to ensure oil and gas resources are
conserved, and, correspondingly, not wasted. Conservation:
…involves the efficient use of natural resources, the development of these resources
in such a way as to protect the interests of future generations, and the elimination
of all economically avoidable waste. It may be defined as “the preservation of
natural resources for economical use.” The concept of the elimination of waste is
paramount.96
Under the OGCA, wasteful operations can be summarized as those that fail to employ the
most effective engineering practices and tools of recovery that currently exist and that can be
deployed profitably.97 As discussed above, although wind, sunlight, or water as energy sources are
renewable, inefficient practices may lead to the under-development of renewable resources. As
with oil and gas resources, failing to employ the most effective practices and tools will result in
waste: producing less than an optimized production baseline based on sound engineering and
economic principles.98 Accordingly, we suggest a similar approach to waste as contemplated in
the OGCA can be applied to renewable resources in Alberta.
Key Features of the Oil and Gas Conservation Regime in Alberta
The key features of Alberta’s existing oil and gas conservation regime established by a
number of statutes and historical developments in the common law are briefly described below.
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Split Title and Rights of Entry
Prior to 1889, the Federal Government sold homestead lands inclusive of mineral title in
what was then the Northwest Territories. The Federal Government changed its approach by
regulation in 1889, and from then on reserved “all mines and minerals” (including oil and gas) to
the Crown in right of Canada from patents for land, “except in the case of patents for land which
have already been sold.”99 This had the effect of concentrating ownership of most mineral rights
in the hands of a handful of parties: the Federal Crown, the Hudson’s Bay Company,100 the
Canadian Pacific Railway Company, and the Calgary and Edmonton Railway Company.101 In the
1930s, a series of Natural Resource Transfer Agreements and Acts passed title to mines and
minerals from the federal Crown to the provincial Crowns of Alberta, Saskatchewan and
Manitoba.102
Currently, approximately 81% of oil and gas rights in Alberta are held by the Crown, with
the remaining rights held by descendants in title of the railways, the Hudson Bay Company, or
homesteaders who gained title prior to 1889. The reservation of mineral rights to the Crown differs
from the American experience, where homestead land typically included mineral rights.103 This
focus on individual ownership of surface and mineral rights strongly influences the American
jurisprudence and commentary regarding rights to renewable resources.104
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At common law, the holder of mineral title has a right to disturb the surface of the land in
order to work and recover its minerals.105 This right, and the relationship between holders of
surface and subsurface rights generally, was brought under regulation by the REAA106 and its
modern successor, the SRA. Essentially, the SRA plays a mediating role between holders of surface
and mineral rights, as well as between surface holders and operators of utility infrastructure The
SRA allows operators entitled to work subsurface minerals or to inject carbon dioxide into an
underground formation,107 to apply for a right of entry order when that operator is unable to agree
to terms of access and compensation with the surface landowner or occupant.108 A right of entry
order vests title in the operator of that portion of the surface of the land necessary to perform its
operations.109 Following a grant of right of entry, the Land and Property Rights Tribunal (“LPRT”)
will hold proceedings to fix an appropriate rate of compensation for the surface taking.110 Finally,
compensation for disturbances that involve an annual compensation component, arising either
from right of entry orders or negotiated leases are subject a five-yearly review before the LPRT at
either party’s request.111 By facilitating the right of subsurface owners to access their property
from the surface, while ensuring that surface owners were compensated fairly for that access, the
SRA and its antecedent legislation promoted the development of Alberta’s oil and gas
infrastructure.
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Pooling and Unitization
Pooling and unitization are legislative measures to ensure equitable sharing of benefits and
costs of developing a shared exclusive resource. As a conservation measure, the Oil and Gas
Conservation Rules,112 enacted under the Oil and Gas Conservation Act,113 prescribe drilling
spacing units to limit the maximum number of wells that can be drilled in a particular pool, with
each owner in the pool taking a proportionate share of the production and bearing a proportionate
share of the cost.114 This measure finds its roots in a 1938 order from the PNGCB, made in response
to concern about excessive drilling in the Turner Valley field.115 In order to prevent an overconcentration of wells drilled into the same reservoir, and the resulting loss of reservoir energy,116
the number of wells is limited, while each owner takes a proportionate share of the production.
Currently, the OGCA allows for compulsory pooling within a drilling spacing unit (“DSU”)
upon the application by an owner of a tract117 in the DSU. A compulsory pooling order “meets one
of the main objectives of oil and gas conservation legislation, namely, to accord each owner the
opportunity to obtain the owner’s share of the oil and gas from the pool.”118 To encourage
voluntary pooling, the OGCA, through its licencing provisions, effectively prohibits production
from a pool or geological formation by separate interest holders unless a pooling agreement has
been reached.119 When a pooling order is granted, an operator is appointed for the DSU, a
proportionate share of production is allocated to each tract, and payment of costs of drilling,
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operation, and abandonment are ordered.120 In addition, the AER may specify penalties applicable
to an owner of a tract within the DSU who does not pay their share of the actual costs of drilling.121
Unlike pooling, which concerns only production within a DSU, unitization “is the joint,
coordinated operation of a petroleum reservoir by all of the owners of rights” in the reservoir.122
In other words, the entire reservoir is produced by a single operator, with each owner within the
reservoir taking a proportionate share of the production and paying a proportionate share of the
costs. Unit operation, or “unitization”, has been proposed as a solution to the ‘rule of capture’
problem since the early days of the oil and gas industry in North America.123 Indeed, the
McGillivray Commission found that “… there is only one complete answer to the ‘rule of capture’
and that is unit operation.”124 By removing the incentive for each owner to produce as much as
they can, as soon as they can, unitization prevents waste of the oil and gas in the reservoir.
Although unitization carries with it a number of benefits, including avoiding unnecessary
development and maximizing the ultimate recovery of petroleum from the field,125 currently, the
OGCA contemplates only voluntary unitization by the agreement of all owners within a
reservoir.126 Provisions of the OCGA allowing for compulsory unitization were included in the
OCGA passed in 1957,127 and remain on the statute books in Alberta, but have never been
proclaimed in force.128
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Royalties for Publicly Owned Resources
The royalty framework applied to oil and gas production in Alberta is not so much a feature
of the conservation regime as it is a reason for it. As noted above, 81% of oil and gas interests in
Alberta belong to the Provincial Crown, with the remainder in private hands. The Provincial
government grants licenses to produce that oil and gas, but reserves a royalty interest over any
production.129 “Resource revenue”, derived primarily from royalties, contributed nearly $6 billion
in revenue to the provincial budget in Alberta in 2019-2020.130
Royalties payable on Crown dispositions are prescribed by regulation.131 The current
royalty regime for non-oil sands projects is the Alberta “Modernized Royalty Framework” (the
“MRF”), as established by the Natural Gas Royalty Regulation and the Petroleum Royalty
Regulation.132 Under the MRF, royalty rates are calculated per well based on the “Drilling and
Completion Cost Allowance” (the “C*”).133 The C* is a proxy for well costs, used to determine
the allowable revenue after which higher royalty rates are imposed.134 When the well’s cumulative
revenue is lower than its C*, the producer pays a flat royalty of 5% of revenue, less various
deductions.135 Once the well’s cumulative revenue is equal or higher than its C*, the producer pays
a calculated royalty rate that can range from 5% to 40% for an oil well.136 Since a well’s C* is
calculated based on the industry standard, rather than its actual cost, the MRF incentivizes
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producers to reduce their completion and drilling costs to below industry standard to capture more
revenue before reaching C* and the higher royalty rates.137
Unique Features of Renewable Energy
The REA defines “renewable electricity” as that which has been produced from a renewable
energy resource,138 and a “renewable energy resource” as one that, “occurs naturally and that can
be replenished or renewed within a human lifespan.” This definition expressly includes, without
limitation, “moving water,” “wind,” “heat from the earth,” “sunlight,” and “sustainable
biomass.”139 These sources of electricity generation have unique features that bear upon their
successful exploitation and conservation.
Wind
Wind presents a unique management challenge due to its reliance on variable
environmental conditions. Wind generation transforms the kinetic energy of wind into electrical
energy by allowing wind to pass through a turbine. The kinetic energy of wind cannot be stored
directly and so must be captured and immediately converted to electrical energy. Generally
speaking, the wind in Alberta blows the strongest during the night, particularly during the
summer,140 and wind generation capacity is 15-20% higher during the winter. Extreme hot and
cold temperatures, which tend to be accompanied by still conditions, negatively impact wind
generation.141 2020 saw the highest wind generation yet recorded in Alberta.142
Among renewable energy resources, wind provides the highest installed generation
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capacity in Alberta,143 at 11% of all installed capacity in 2020.144 Wind facilities have historically
been concentrated in southern Alberta, but have more recently expanded into the centre of the
province, where they have generated the same amount of electricity per MW of installed
capacity.145
Hydro
At 6%, hydro-electric generation provides the second highest installed generation capacity
in Alberta among renewable energy resources.146 Hydro electricity is generated by passing water
through turbines which may occur through “run-of-river” installations or water stored behind a
dam, then released.147 Dammed hydro-electric generation differs from most other renewable
energy generation in that the water providing the generative capacity may be stored and accessed
as needed. The inclusion of large scale hydro-electric generation projects within the umbrella of
renewable resources is has been challenged, as the relative scarcity of suitable locations for such
projects and their permanent effect on the surrounding landscape bring the renewability of this
form of generation into question.148 However, “moving water” is a defined renewable energy
resource under the REA.149
Solar
Solar energy provided only 1% of installed capacity in Alberta in 2020,150 but this installed
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capacity ballooned from 15MW151 to 107 MW in 2020 as four new solar farms came online. 152
Solar energy continues to evolve as a renewable energy resource in Alberta and worldwide, where
it was the fastest growing source of renewable energy capacity from 2013-2018.153
Solar electricity is typically produced by arrays of photovoltaic cells, which convert
photons to electrical current.154 As with wind, solar electricity generation relies on intermittent
resource availability supply, and generates different amounts of electricity in different seasons or
times of day. As solar electricity can only be generated during the day, and wind in Alberta is
typically stronger at night, solar and wind can be used in a manner that complement one another.155
Like wind, solar generation sites tend to require a large amount of land. However, where wind
installations occupy relatively smaller pockets of land within the large project area, solar
installations tend to occupy much more of the total project area. For comparison, the recently
approved Suffield solar project occupies 72.86 hectares156 with 23 MW in generation capacity,157
while the Halkirk 2 Capital Power wind project was approved for 148 MW generation capacity on
45.8 hectares (after construction), spread over 45 sections.158 Also unlike wind installations, which
can coexist with agriculture, the use of land for solar projects is often incompatible with
agricultural or other uses.159
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Geothermal
Geothermal electricity falls within the 1% of “other” sources of generation capacity in
Alberta.160 A number of technologies are in use internationally to generate electricity by harnessing
the thermal energy within the Earth’s crust.161 As geothermal energy may be exhaustible in specific
locations, it status as a renewable has been questioned.162
The Government of Alberta has taken steps to promote geothermal electricity in Alberta
with the Geothermal Resources Development Act.163 The GRDA places oversight of the
development of geothermal resources with the AER. It mirrors the Responsible Energy
Development Act164 and OGCA165 in its objective of “the economic, orderly, efficient and
responsible development in the public interest of geothermal resources in Alberta.”166 The GRDA
also amends the Mines and Minerals Act to allow for the payment of compensation to the Crown
for the exploration and development of Crown-owned geothermal resources,167 though regulations
in this respect have not yet been developed.
Summary
Many renewable resources are transitory in nature, and the largest, and fastest growing,
sources of renewable generation capacity in Alberta, wind and solar, are especially so. Aside from
large-scale hydro-electric projects that make use of dams, the generation capacity of renewable
energy resources cannot be directly stored: if that generation capacity is not captured, it is lost. As
such, and as is discussed below, an organized conservation effort to prevent waste and maximize
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productive generation capacity is warranted. The renewable energy extraction and generation
sector has not experienced the wasteful practices that occurred in the early years of the oil and gas
industry, but the risk of inefficient renewable exploitation is increasing as more of these projects
develop.
Is a Regulatory Regime Governing All Sources Possible?
Although it is tempting to lump all renewable electricity together, doing so obscures critical
differences between the various sources which create unique regulatory challenges for each source.
Wind and solar are intermittent which, under the current market design in Alberta, creates an
incentive to price offers low enough that generators are more likely to be dispatched on when they
are available. This contrasts markedly with hydro developments, particularly those which include
a reservoir component, where ‘on-demand’ generation is more likely to be available, subject to
maintenance of necessary water levels in the associated reservoir. Similarly, although seasonal
river water flows are variable and may affect the ability of run-of-river hydro developments to
generate electricity, it can be expected that run-of-river hydro has a much greater availability than
either wind or solar generation. Although owners of hydro generation facilities may make zerodollar offers so that they are dispatched on, it would seem far more likely that a hydro-generator
will be able to generate when the SMP is non-zero.
Further, unlike wind generating facilities, which are incented to offer such that they will
be able to generate whenever wind is available, dam based hydro facilities do not permanently lose
the opportunity to generate if they are not dispatched on. Impounded water which is not used to
generate electricity can simply be kept until the owner of the hydro-generating facility makes an
offer into the MMO which is dispatched on, or the AESO requires that unit to generate to meet a
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supply shortfall.168
Further, practical considerations regarding renewable sources may require different
regulatory treatment. Given the necessary size and impacts of large scale wind turbines, it would
seem unlikely that there will be industrial scale development of wind generation in built-up areas
of Alberta. However, rooftop solar may become a significant source of generation in the future.
Looking only at the City of Calgary, with a developed area of more than 82,000ha,169 with
sufficient market penetration rooftop solar in Calgary could become, in aggregate, one of the
largest (if not the largest) sources of solar generation in Alberta.
We raise the foregoing differences between renewable sources simply to point out that,
when considering and implementing a renewable conservation regime, it will be necessary to
account for the unique features of each renewable energy source. As in the oil and gas industry, it
may also be necessary to prefer one or several renewable energy sources over others.
A Renewable Conservation Regime
Considering all of the foregoing, we suggest that a renewable conservation regime should
be implemented in Alberta, with the following features, each of which is discussed in more detail
below:
(a) a separate “renewable right” held separately from the surface title with ultimate
ownership of those rights vested in the Crown subject to lease to renewable generation
facilities;
(b) compulsory unitization with respect to wind resources;
(c) rights of entry with respect to renewable rights, allowing the holder of the renewablerights lease to obtain entry by order, if a negotiated agreement cannot be reached; and
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(d) renewable royalties requiring the renewable lessee to compensate the Crown for the
use of the renewable resource.
1. Renewable Title
First, we propose that a ‘renewable right’ be recognized, separate from surface and mineral
rights, which could be leased in a similar way to current petroleum and natural gas rights. Further,
we suggest the ownership of this interest should vest in the Crown, with royalties payable to the
Crown for the use of wind, solar, and other renewables. This approach is in keeping with the
historic approach to development of natural resources in Canada, which at least implicitly assumes
that public benefit should flow from natural resources, and addresses the potential for waste from
non-optimal distribution of wind turbines.
As noted above, Crown ownership of natural resources has long been a feature of resource
development in Alberta and the rest of Canada. The recently passed GRDA170 preserves the
historical division between mineral and surface title, by confirming that the existing owner of
mineral title has the right to explore the geothermal resources associated with that mineral title.171
Further, in passing the Carbon Capture and Storage Statutes Amendment Act, 2010 Alberta
declared itself vested of “the pore space below the surface of all land in Alberta” for the purpose
of carbon capture and sequestration.172 Notably, this subsurface pore space was retroactively
reserved from any previous grant of subsurface mineral rights,173 thus giving the Crown the
exclusive right to develop pore space for carbon capture and sequestration, or lease that right to
others. Similarly, the Water Act, another statute with an explicit “conservation” goal,174 vests “[t]he
property in and the right to the diversion and use of all water in the Province [in] Her Majesty in
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right of Alberta”,175 with licensing those rights for value at the Crown’s discretion. Accordingly,
a new renewable right is in line with Alberta’s historical treatment of its natural resources,
including existing schemes for geothermal and water rights.
Further, the provincial governments of British Columbia, Ontario, Quebec, New
Brunswick, Manitoba, Saskatchewan, and Nova Scotia have all adopted wind energy rights leasing
systems to promote wind energy developments on public lands.176 In Ontario, an application for
the use of Crown land for a wind project is made and, following approval of the application, land
tenure documents are issued, with rents payable to the Crown.177 Similarly, in Saskatchewan,
applications for wind power leases are made to the Ministry of Agriculture and, following the grant
of a wind power lease, the wind power lessee pays rent to the Crown,178 and a similar system has
been adopted in British Columbia.179 The adoption of a similar system in Alberta would be
consistent with the practice in Canada.
Crown ownership of the renewable right has the advantage of encouraging development of
renewable projects, while providing a revenue stream for the Crown. As noted above, a potential
obstacle to maximizing the use of Alberta’s renewable resource arises from the disconnect between
the boundaries of the surface title and the available wind resources, such that a reluctant surface
owner could prevent the optimal development of renewable resources by refusing to lease land for
the project. A separate renewable right, leased from the Crown, would provide project proponents
with the ability to assemble sufficiently large parcels so that wind turbines could be optimally sited
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to maximize the amount of electricity generated and thereby minimize waste. This outcome is
contingent on the licensee of the renewable right having the right to access the surface of the land
to make good on that right, as is discussed below. Vesting the renewable right in the Crown
additionally allows for greater regulatory oversight, as the Crown would see to it that licensees
develop their renewable resources promptly and efficiently, as is the case in the oil and gas
context.180
The notion of split title above the surface is not foreign to Canadian law—air space parcels
and volumetric strata space are already titled, severable interests in land in many Canadian
jurisdictions.181 A separate renewable right would create an additional severable usufructory right
in renewable energy resources that may be captured.
We note that commentary from the United States, although supportive of a separate wind
estate, suggests that the renewable right should vest in the owner of the surface title.182 However,
such an approach would simply preserve the status quo. Although there is no formal recognition
of a renewable right, currently in Alberta surface rights holders have de facto control over
development through their control over access to the land and their ownership over air rights.
Simple confirming the de facto situation would do nothing to address the potential sub-optimal
development of renewable resources in Alberta.
In addition, Crown ownership of renewable rights could incent development through a
scheme similar to the validation provisions of Crown petroleum and natural gas licenses. That is,
unless the licensee of the renewable right took steps to validate the license through exploration or
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production, the right would revert to the Crown.183 As matters currently stand with respect to wind
and solar resources, other than foregone rent from a renewable installation, there is no specific
incentive for the de facto holder of the renewable right to develop the renewable resources on their
land.
We recognize that creating a renewable right, vested in the Crown, may raise some
opposition, particularly on the basis of private property rights. We note that debate on the passage
of the CCSSAA specifically raised this opposition.184 However, the rights of surface owners have
been balanced, more or less successfully, with lessees of petroleum and natural gas rights for more
than 70 years in Alberta. Wind turbines, at least, are similar to oil and gas wells, in that they both
occupy a limited amount of surface area once erected. As discussed above, while a typical wind
farm will consist of dozens of turbines, in contrast to an oil and gas well, these will typically be
spread out over a large area of land.185
We also expect that there will need to be differential treatment of renewable rights with
respect to wind and solar, given the differing impacts on the surface owner development of these
renewable resources present. As noted above, wind installations are generally compatible with
other agricultural uses, with some limitations, such as limiting the use of aerial spraying.186 In
addition, although wind generating facilities tend to cover large land area, the most severe impacts
on land uses are in the areas immediately surrounding the installed turbines and associated
facilities. Conversely, solar installations are incompatible with most other agricultural uses, other
than limited uses for grazing animals,187 and occupy essentially all of the land taken up for the
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installation.
The impact of a solar installation on agricultural operations will be much greater than a
wind installation on a similarly sized parcel. Importantly, agriculture remains a significant part of
Alberta’s economy, contributing $9.2 billion in real GDP in 2019.188 If significant agricultural land
is taken up for solar generation, this may have a negative impact on the agriculture industry in
Alberta. However, there may be non-agricultural uses that are complementary to solar
development, such as low density industrial developments with extensive flat roof areas.
To address these issues, it may be necessary to limit the circumstances in which a ‘solar
right’ can be developed; for example, by limiting the lease of solar rights to existing brownfield
sites which are unsuitable for agricultural production. Further, with respect to rooftop solar
installations in urban areas and, in particular residential solar installations, the implementation of
a leasing scheme, including lease payments, may be overly burdensome to the point that they
become an obstacle to further renewable development.
2. Rights of Entry
In order to facilitate development of reviewable rights licenced from the Crown, as
discussed above, we suggest that the renewable rights should be coupled with the ability for the
right holder to seek and obtain rights of entry pursuant to the SRA.189 As is the case with mineral
title, the reservation to the Crown and subsequent licensing of a renewable right should include a
right to “that without which the thing [granted] would be of no effect”,190 namely, the right to
access and develop the surface of the land to the extent necessary to gather the licensed renewable
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energy. Any such reservation and licensing scheme would be relatively ineffectual if this were not
the case. This access right is best granted and administered by the LPRT under the existing SRA
framework.
We note that the GRDA allows for the creation of regulations regarding surface access for
the development of geothermal resources.191 This is not surprising, given that the right to explore
for geothermal resources is linked with the mineral rights. Similarly, the CCSSAA amended the
SRA to allow for rights of entry for the purposes of carbon capture and sequestration.192 Rights of
entry for renewable rights can therefor be seen as an evolution of the existing scheme, rather than
a wholesale change to the regulatory regime.193
In addition to addressing the land access issue highlighted above, bringing renewable rights
under the SRA scheme will have benefits for surface rights holders as well. Currently, there are no
specific protections for landowners who choose to negotiate leases with renewable project
proponents, which, in some circumstances, appears to have had negative consequences for
landowners.194 As others have suggested, requiring renewable project proponents to use licenced
land agents in negotiations may provide valuable protection for surface rights holders.195 Under
the SRA scheme, surface owners will also benefit from access to a cost effective means of
determining compensation,196 a convenient forum for dispute resolution,197 and a mechanism for
period review of annual compensation.198 If requested by either party, the LPRT will hold a hearing
to fix an appropriate rate of annual compensation, which is typically determined with reference to
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the “pattern of dealings” of negotiated agreements between surface owners and operators in the
area.199 This methodology ensures that surface owners are compensated in an equitable manner,
addressing the barrier to development of renewable reasons from inequitable distribution of
benefits.
Further, a right of entry scheme will provide both cost and development predictability for
renewable project developers. That is, renewable project developers will have the comfort that,
upon obtaining rights to the renewable resource, they will be able to gain access to the land required
to construct the development, while the jurisprudence from the former Surface Rights Board will
allow renewable project proponents to predict their land costs with a reasonable degree of
certainty.
Finally, particularly with respect to wind projects, the right of entry scheme could
potentially address concerns about noise impacts from renewable projects. Noise impacts from
wind turbines have been identified as one of several obstacles to the acceptance of wind facilities
in Alberta.200 Among other things, the SRA allows the LTRB to consider the adverse affect of
hosting a facility, including noise impacts.201 This would not displace the noise requirements under
AUC Rule 012, but addressing noise issues through the SRA scheme may result in greater
acceptance of renewable projects in Alberta.
We acknowledge that this proposal to extend SRA rights of entry to renewable right holders
fits more comfortably with wind generation than with solar. Wind turbines, although tall, create a
surface disturbance that is similar to that caused by an oil well or transmission tower.202 On the
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other hand, a solar facility occupies and sterilizes a large surface area.203 This issue may be best
addressed at the licensing stage, wherein licensing of solar ‘renewable rights’ may only be granted
in certain situations, such as for brownfield or rooftop developments.
3. Unitization of Resources
Along with a separately titled renewable right and compulsory rights of entry, a form of
unitization should be implemented to mitigate the effects of the issues we have identified above.
Further, compulsory unitization should be implemented, regardless of whether the separately titled
renewable right we have suggested above is implemented, in order to maximize the development
of Alberta’s renewable resources.
As noted above, a key constraint on the development of wind resources arises from the
application of the PSL at the permit and licencing stage, such that some operators have been
required to curtail to meet the applicable PSL. Operators who cannot curtail neighbouring
facilities, whether by contract with the neighbouring operator or their own ownership may not be
able to proceed with their project. Put another way, an operator obtaining rights to the resource
(whether by lease of the surface or a right of entry) is deprived of the opportunity to obtain their
proportionate share of the resource. Unlike oil or gas, the neighbouring operators do not obtain the
benefit of production from the neighbouring parcel, but the wind resources are wasted because
they are left un-produced.
By unitizing production within ‘wind reservoirs’, maximum development of Alberta’s
wind resources can be achieved. Although early entrants into the reservoir may experience some
curtailment to allow all operators to generate while meeting the applicable PSL, the overall level
of generation from renewables would likely be increased. Further, under a unitization scheme in
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which each operator obtains a proportionate share of the revenue generated from the wind
reservoir, the loss of revenue from curtailment would be at least partially (and potentially fully)
offset by the increase in total generation.
Further, unitization may present an opportunity to address the pricing/offer issue identified
above, under which the SMP is driven down by the dispatching on of all available wind capacity
when wind resources are available. This is essentially a ‘race to capture’ problem, in which
operators are incented to generate as much as they can when wind is available, less they lose out
on an opportunity. As in the early days of Alberta’s oil and gas industry, when the McGillivray
Commission recommended unitization as the solution to the rule of capture,204 unitization may
solve a similar problem with respect to renewables. For example, the ‘reservoir operator’ could
make an offer on behalf of the unit, which may result in a less depressive effect on the SMP.
Alternatively, it may be that the unit operator can determine the optimal combination of turbines
for specific wind conditions to maximize the total amount of generation, without the need for all
turbines to run; with fewer turbines offering into the market, this may reduce the depressive effect
of the simultaneous activation of all wind turbines in a pool.
If the system proposed above were to be implemented, amendments to the Fair, Efficient
and Open Competition Regulation205 would likely be necessary. For example, a unit operator
offering less than the full capacity from each generating unit within the wind reservoir may offend
the prohibition on “not offering to the power pool all electric energy from a generating unit that is
capable of operating.”206 However, if the net result of unit operation is increased development of
wind resources in Alberta, this is would be a net-positive result.
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As noted above, in some instances wind operators have resolved issues with respect to the
PSL through voluntary agreements.207 This should be permitted to continue, in line with the
unitization provisions currently in the OGCA.208 However, it seems that compulsory unitization is
necessary to mitigate the possibility that early entrants may use their position to prevent further
development within the reservoir and should form part of a renewable conservation regime.
4. Renewable Royalties
Finally, we suggest that, in association with the renewable rights proposed above, a royalty
scheme similar in principle to that currently in place with respect to petroleum and natural gas in
Alberta should be implemented. Currently, renewables in Alberta only provide revenue to the
Crown as taxes on earned revenue. This is unlike oil, gas and other hydrocarbons which generate
revenue for the Crown twice when they are used for generation of electricity: once upon extraction,
as a royalty, and then again as tax on revenue upon being burnt and generating electricity. The
extractive and generative steps are much closer together with renewables, but in theory there are
still two separate events. This presents an opportunity for the Crown to develop an additional
revenue stream by taking royalties upon the capture of renewables.
Implementation of a royalty scheme in Alberta would be in line with existing practices in
Canada and around the world. China, several US states, and provinces in Canada charge royalties
on electricity generation.209 With respect to hydro developments, Brazil and Ontario charge
royalties on the revenue from hydroelectric sites,210 while other jurisdictions charge royalties at a
fixed rate per unit water used; this method recognizes the value of water but is not linked to the
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project profitability.211 With respect to geothermal developments, in the United States, geothermal
projects on federal land are subject to a royalty calculated on the gross proceeds of electricity
sales,212 geothermal developments on State land in California and Washington, and in Australia
are charged royalties on gross revenue.213 Alberta’s recently passed GRDA allows for the payment
of royalties on geothermal energy but the detailed scheme has yet to be developed.214 Wind
royalties are collected by landowners under private contracts in the some of the United States; in
Louisiana the State can collect royalties on State wind leases, based on the lessee’s gross
revenue.215
Like the current oil and gas royalty scheme in Alberta, we suggest that a renewable royalty
scheme should include a reduced royalty rate until after the initial development costs are recovered,
to encourage investment in renewables. Unlike oil and gas, renewable resources are not used up
as they are captured, so the post-payout/higher-royalty period is potentially very long, even if the
capital costs of replacement or refurbishment of renewable generating infrastructure are accounted
for. It may be, for example, that the expected future value of replacement of wind turbines or
photovoltaic panels, could be included in an initial ‘Renewable Completion Allowance,’ similar
to the C* applicable to non-oil sands projects, allowing for an almost perpetual post-payout/higher
royalty period.
Finally, implementation of a royalty regime may increase public acceptance of renewable
projects. One of the barriers to the acceptance of wind energy, in particular, arises from the unequal
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distribution of the benefits from wind development;216 if renewables are seen to be providing a
benefit to the public, this may reduce opposition to renewable energy development and allow for
additional development of Alberta’s renewable energy resources.
Conclusion
In the words of the McGillivray Commission, “[…] it has seemed to us necessary to have
regard to the past in order to intelligently examine into the present.”217 The oil and gas experience
in Alberta demonstrates that regulatory intervention can succeed in building an economic and
efficient industry for the energy. By building a framework based on past successes for the
development of its renewable energy resources, Alberta can smooth the transition to a low-carbon
future.
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